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Viability of sub-0.4-nm diameter carbon nanotubes
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Hartree-Fock 共HF兲 and density functional theory calculations indicate that a 共4,0兲 carbon nanotube 共CNT兲 of
sub-0.4-nm diameter is stable and its heat of formation is close to that of the stable C36 (D6h ). Semiempirical
molecular-orbital calculation shows that such narrow tubular structure is more stable than the corresponding
opened fragment in the innermost zone of a large CNT. Simulated TEM images show that an extra-narrow
CNT does not show the typical CNT image regardless of the microscopic resolution. In order to aid experimental identification, the Raman spectrum of the 共4,0兲 CNT obtained from HF calculation shows A 1g breathing
modes in 489–725 cm⫺1.
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PACS number共s兲: 61.46.⫹w, 78.67.⫺n, 81.07.De

Over a decade of experimental and theoretical studies on
carbon nanotubes 共CNT’s兲,1 a commonly accepted view has
been that 0.4 nm is the minimum limit for the CNT diameter.
This is rooted in the theoretical estimation based on the size
limit of the cap at the end of the CNT,2,3 and on the energetic
considerations.4 For cap size limitation, C 20 fullurene molecule of 0.4-nm diameter is considered as the smallest. For
energetic considerations, Sawada et al.4 calculated the energy of a graphite ribbon with a width that was the same as
the circumference of a CNT and compared it with the energy
of a corresponding CNT. In their result, the total energy of
the tubular structure was lower than the open ribbon structure when the tube diameter was above 0.4 nm. Their conclusion of 0.4 nm being the minimum diameter limit of a
CNT may be valid provided that growth takes place in free
space.
Here, we consider the growth conditions that may break
this theoretical limit for the minimum diameter tube. We argue the case that carbon can be provided into the innermost
zone inside a relatively large CNT. One example of such a
process is the aligned growth of multiwalled 共MW兲 CNT’s
by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition on a
substrate.5 In this growth process, carbon is decomposed
from organic gases such as C2 H2 which diffuse through catalytic metal particles to start CNT growth. The important
point in this growth mechanism is that C can be provided
into the innermost zone inside MW CNT’s through the catalytic particle. There are two main differences between CNT
growth in free space and in a restricted zone like the innermost zone of a MW CNT: 共i兲 The narrow tube formed in a
large CNT can be open ended because this unstable end can
be protected by the outer CNT shell from a highly reactive
environment during the growth process so that the CNT diameter limit posed from the cap size does not apply. 共ii兲 The
volume in the innermost zone of the MW CNT is tightly
restricted so that a metastable structure can be constrained by
the inner walls of the MW CNT.
Here we consider an open ended 共4,0兲 CNT as a possible
candidate for the sub-0.4-nm CNT formed in the center of a
MW CNT. The number of the carbon atoms was restricted to
64 because of the difficulty in obtaining a self-consistent
field convergence for larger cluster sizes. The optimized
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structure and its energy was calculated by Hartree-Fock 共HF兲
and density functional theory 共DFT’s兲 methods using
S-VWN 共Refs. 6 and 7兲 and B3-LYP 共Refs. 8 and 9兲 functionals with 3-21G basis set. The GAUSSIAN 98 package10
was used to carry out these molecular-orbital 共MO兲 calculations. Full structural optimization resulted in its average diameter and the length to be 0.33 and 1.54 nm.
The heat of formation of the ground-state 共4,0兲 CNT from
free C ( 3 P 0 ) atoms along with experimentally observed
fullerenes 关 C60 , C36 (D6h ), C20] and infinite twodimensional 共2D兲 graphite using three methods is shown in
Table I. One can see the same trend in these HF and DFT’s
results. Among them, the B3LYP/3-21G gives the best
agreement of well-known carbon structures reported by
others.4,11–15 The most stable structure in Table I is the infinite graphite sheet, as expected, followed by the C60 molecule, C36 , H-terminated 共4,0兲, open ended 共4,0兲 CNT, and
C20 . The energy values obtained for a 64-atom 共4,0兲 3.3-Å
CNT using the DFT (B3LYP/3-21G) method is ⫺6.03 eV/
atom, decreasing to ⫺6.40 eV/atom when its end effect is
minimized by hydrogen termination. This result suggests that
a 共4,0兲 CNT can also be stable enough to be synthesized
under appropriate conditions because the structures of comparable stability such as the C20 and the C36 have been indeed synthesized in an ambient environment.16,17 Other recent work by Peng et al.18 who calculated the mechanical
stability of some sub-0.4-nm CNT’s using tight-binding molecular simulations also suggests that 共4,0兲 is a stable structure.
We have employed a method similar to that of Sawada
et al.4 They compared the total energy of CNT with that of
an open graphite ribbon with a width equivalent to the circumference of the CNT. Here, we use a semiempirical MO
calculation using the AM1 Hamiltonian19 on an H-terminated
short cluster. We have used H-terminated 共4,0兲 CNT with 32
C atoms and the uncurling ribbon obtained from the splitting
of the CNT. In our work, we compare the energy of the CNT
and the ribbon inside a larger 共12,0兲 CNT. The top view of
the 共4,0兲 CNT placed inside 共12,0兲 CNT is shown in Fig.
1共a兲. The projected bond angle ⌽ determines the degree of
uncurling of the 共4,0兲 CNT. As ⌽ is increased from 135° to
180°, the inner structure opens from a 共4,0兲 CNT to a flat
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TABLE I. Heat of formation from C atoms to clusters.
Heat of formation 共eV/atom兲
Number
of
C atoms

HF
/3-21G

S-VWN
/3-21G
共DFT兲

B3LYP
/3-21G
共DFT兲

Reference

Calculated
structure
C60 (Ih )

60

⫺4.62

⫺8.521

⫺6.78

C20 (Ih )
C36 (D6h )

20
36

⫺3.61
⫺4.19

⫺7.71
⫺8.22

⫺5.96
⫺6.45

⫺6.89a
⫺6.96b,c
⫺6.94d,c
⫺5.85e,f
⫺6.42e,f
⫺6.55a

Open ended
共4,0兲 CNT
H terminated
共4,0兲 CNTg
Infinite
2D graphiteh

64

⫺3.72

⫺7.81

⫺6.03

64

⫺4.10

⫺8.21

⫺6.40

⫺5.21

⫺9.05

⫺7.31

⫺7.52a
⫺7.40i
⫺7.23j

DFT 关 B3LYP/6-31(d) 兴 by Ito et al. 2000 共Ref. 11兲.
Experimental by Cioslawsk, 1993 共Ref. 12兲.
c
They reported the heat of formation from carbon atoms in 2D
graphene to C60 . To obtain the value from free C atom, the heat of
formation from free C to 2D graphene, ⫺7.40 eV, is used for
correction.
d
Experimental by Steele et al., 1992 共Ref. 13兲.
e
HF by Feyereinsen et al., 1991 共Ref. 14兲.
f
They reported the relative values among Cn (18⬍n⬍60). Here,
the heat of formation of C60 , ⫺6.94 eV, was used for correction.
g
Structural optimization was done by HF level. To obtain the energy
of C64 , the energy of H atoms derived by an isodemic reaction
scheme 关 6⫻(H atom)⫹C6 H6 ⫽3C2 H4 兴 is subtracted from the
heat of formation of C64H8 .
h
Isodemic reaction scheme 共Ref. 16兲 is used.
i
Experimental by Sawada et al. 共Ref. 4兲.
j
Tight-binding by Ze-Xian, 2001 共Ref. 15兲.

a

b

ribbon. The position of the curled ribbon was energetically
optimized at each ⌽. The heat of formation versus the uncurling angle ⌽ for a 共4,0兲 CNT in free space is shown in
Fig. 1共b兲. Here, when the tube is only slightly open with a
small ⌽ 共135–140°兲, there is a large increase in the energy of
the structure due to the creation of dangling bonds at the
opened edges. As the uncurling angle is increased beyond
140°, ⌬E f decreases due to the reduction in the stress induced by curvature. In free space, ⌬E f is lower for ⌽
⫽180° than for ⌽⫽135° indicating that the tubular structure
is energetically less preferable than the graphene ribbon in
this small size, consistent with the reports by Sawada et al.4
However, the dependency of the energy versus the uncurling
angle in a larger CNT is dramatically different as shown in
Fig. 1共c兲. It can be seen that the energy sharply increases up
to 140° similar to Fig. 2共b兲 and saturates between 140° and
150°. Above 150° the energy continues to increase sharply
with ⌽ due to the repulsion from the inner wall of the larger
tube. If the outer nanotube has a larger diameter then the
plateau region will simply shift to higher ⌽. The drastic en-

FIG. 1. Heat of formation from free atoms to the curled ribbon
split from H-terminated 共4,0兲 CNT, C32H8 , 共a兲 cross sectional image of curled ribbon in 共12,0兲 CNT, 共b兲 ⌬E f in free space, and 共c兲
⌬E f ,b in 共12,0兲 CNT.

ergy elevation at large ⌽ indicates that the 0.4-nm minimum
diameter theoretical limit suggested by Sawada et al.4 is not
applicable in the tightly restricted reaction zone within a
MW CNT.
If indeed a 共4,0兲 nanotube is feasible and can be fabricated then it must be observed using available analytical
techniques. A highly useful technique for characterization of
nanomaterials is high-resolution transmission electron mi-

FIG. 2. Calculated atomic projection for double walled CNT’s
with 共10,0兲 in 共21,0兲, and 共4,0兲 in 共14,0兲: upper and lower in 共b兲, 共c兲,
共d兲 are respectively for images in extra-high 共atomically兲 and moderately high resolutions.
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croscopy 共HREM兲. In order to investigate the feasibility of
utilizing HREM for locating a 共4,0兲 CNT, we have calculated
the projection of atoms from a double walled CNT with a
共4,0兲 CNT as its inner core. The calculated projection gives a
good indication of the expected atomically resolved HREM
image of such a double walled CNT. In the calculation, the
bright contrast of the projected atoms is determined by
Gaussian distributions with their maximum at the atomic
center. Here, all atoms are projected to produce the image
and overlapping contrasts are enhanced through summation
of each atomic contrast. Furthermore, the width of the
Gaussian distribution of each atomic contrast was adjusted to
simulate a very or moderately high atomic resolution. The
calculated atomic projections of a typical MW CNT with a
共10,0兲 nanotube within a larger 共21,0兲 nanotube are shown in
Fig. 2共a兲 to demonstrate the validity of the method. The very
bright contrast at the location of the walls of the inner 共10,0兲
CNT and the outer 共21,0兲 CNT are readily visible. The result
is in keeping with experiment in that the two pairs of lines
representing the double walled CNT can be observed. The
calculated atomic projections for a double walled CNT consisting of a 共4,0兲 CNT within a larger 共14,0兲 CNT are shown
in Figs. 2共b兲–共d兲. Projections in Figs. 2共b兲–共d兲 were calculated at three tilting angles 共0°, 22.5°, 45°兲 and at two resolutions. The significance of Figs. 2共b兲–共d兲 is that the bright
contrast for the 共4,0兲 CNT is no longer a pair of parallel
atomic lines typical of single walled CNT image but a unique
pattern because of its significant tubular curvature. If the
resolution is even lower, then the pattern becomes less clear,
and it appear as a single thick line due to contrast overlapping. Therefore we believe that HREM is not a viable technique for observing a 共4,0兲 CNT from our projection study.
However, a report by Peng et al. claims the observation of
0.33 nm 共4,0兲 CNT, a short tubular branch protruding from a
1.5-nm single walled CNT during electron beam irradiation
in the HREM.18 However, the branch showed tube walls as
distinct parallel lines, inconsistent with our results. Close
examination of their scale bar in the relevant figure reveals
that the distance between the tube walls seems in fact 0.5
nm.
A more appropriate method, we believe, for verifying the
existence of the 共4,0兲 nanotube is Raman spectroscopy. The
presence of the radial breathing modes of Raman spectrum
have been correlated to of single walled CNT’s by Saito
et al.20 If Saito’s relationship is valid for sub-4-Å nanotubes,
then a 共4,0兲 nanotube with a diameter of 0.33 nm should give
rise to a radial breathing mode at 690 cm⫺1. In order to
investigate whether the 共4,0兲 CNT can be observed in Raman, we have calculated its phonon modes using the HF
共3-21 basis set兲 method. The calculated Raman spectrum obtained by HF/3-21G was corrected using a scaling factor of
0.9085 共Ref. 21兲 for electron correlation. We have tested the
validity of our method by calculating the Raman modes of a
C60 molecule and correlating them to theoretically and experimentally observed peaks. Our method shows good agreement with reported data of C60 . 22–24 The predicted Raman
spectrum of the 共4,0兲 CNT is shown in Fig. 3. The G and D
peaks are prominently observed at 1500–1600 and 1300–
1420 cm⫺1. In addition to these peaks, several modes in the

FIG. 3. Raman spectra on 共4,0兲 CNT cluster, C64 , estimated by
Hartree-Fock calculation (HF/3-21G): A scale factor, 0.9085, is
used to correct the overestimation of the wave number caused by
neglecting electron correlation. The relative atomic displacements
in modes at 489, 634, 708, 725 cm⫺1 are shown by arrows.

intermediate wave numbers 共489–725 cm⫺1兲 can also be
seen. These intermediate wave-number peaks are considered
to be from the tube diameter A 1g breathing mode. In this
figure, the atomic displacements for the significant peaks at
489, 634, 708, 725 cm⫺1 are schematically shown using arrows.
Two DFT’s using S-VWN and B-LYP 共Ref. 25兲 functionals with 3-21G basis set were used to estimate the electronic
energy levels of the 64-atom 共4,0兲 CNT cluster model. To
evaluate the validity of the method, the electronic energy
levels of C60 were also calculated. The HOMO-LUMO gap
obtained for the C60 fullerene by S-VWN and B-LYP levels
were 1.83 and 1.82 eV, respectively. These values are higher
only by 0.13 and 0.12 eV than the experimental value of 1.7
eV,26 indicating reasonable agreement. Figure 4 shows the
energy levels of the 共4,0兲 CNT obtained by the S-VWN level,
which is similar to that by B-LYP. The HOMO-lowest unoccupied 共LUMO兲 gap obtained by both S-VWN and B-LYP
was 0.08 eV. This is consistent with calculations which show

FIG. 4. Energy-level diagram and density of states 共DOS兲 of the
共4,0兲 CNT cluster, C64 , calculated by DFT (S-VWN/3-21G).
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that a CNT predicted to be semiconducting by its chirality
should become metallic if the diameter is significantly narrow because of the strong rehybridization of  * and  *
orbitals.27,28 When the Raman shift is analyzed on such short
共4,0兲 CNT’s, we expect Raman resonance effects from the
optically stimulated electronic transitions to discrete unoccupied energy levels.
In summary, energetic calculations by DFT show that the
共4,0兲 CNT can be viable as its structural energy is very close
to that of the C36 (D6h ) fullerene. Semiempirical MO calcu-
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